One of the main challenges in video transmission is understanding and adapting to the varying network bandwidth. The traditional approach of bandwidth estimation is not accurate as there are many factors like congestion that can delay the arrival rate of the ping packet which may lead to a misconception that the bandwidth was low. Thus, the better approach to this problem will be to estimate the link conditions based on the buffer fullness. In this paper, a new system to support streaming of live and stored video through wireless network is proposed which is based on adaptive playback buffer management on the top of HTTP at the client. The buffer fullness is treated as a direct state variable that reflects the fluctuation of the network bandwidth. The buffer fullness estimation predicts the buffer status at a point in the future based on observations of the buffer over a stipulated period of time. The proposed algorithm uses non-linear exponential non-parametric regression for computing the decision parameter. A feedback message is then sent to the server in order to change the quality of the video stream for smoother video play at the client side. The synchronized update and feedback between the server and clients is achieved using HTTP protocol. During the experimentation with live video streaming, the proposed algorithm shows an improvement of 24.48% in average peak signal-to-noise ratio and 6.63% in average structural similarity index against the buffer underflow probability algorithm.
Introduction
The demand for video streaming over a wireless network is rapidly increasing day by day. As per prediction of Cisco Visual Networking Index, 4G wireless networks will have 40.5% of the total mobile connections worldwide, out of which 75% of the mobile data traffic will be the video by 2020 [1] .
In streaming application, the video content is sent in compressed form over the Internet, and at the receiver, it is decoded and played in real-time [2] . A number of parameters need to be considered during live video streaming in wireless environment. Some of the factors that affect video streaming are bandwidth, delay, jitter, packet loss rate, and compression. Due to the time-dependent nature of the Internet traffic, maintaining the quality of service (QoS) in heterogeneous network remains a challenge. However, QoS is an end-to-end issue of communication quality concerning link level parameters [3] .
The fluctuating bandwidth in wireless channel conditions requires adaptive video streaming for efficient and higher quality of experience (QoE). Further, it may create video freeze at display in the user equipment due to more wait for the video frame to buffer [4] . The link capacity estimation based on the arrival of ping packets on server side leads to a low bandwidth misconception for estimating the channel bandwidth on the server side. When the server sends a video stream of low quality, buffering of stream with user's available bandwidth could take place and degradation of the user's QoE still may occur during high bandwidth conditions [5] . Thus, a better solution to this problem will be to estimate the channel conditions based on the buffer fullness in the client side itself and to send a feedback message to the server, so that the server will change the video quality accordingly.
In the existing MPEG-DASH system, different video segments are downloaded using the TCP protocol [6] . It may reduce packet loss compared to the UDP-based stream, but because of retransmission policy of TCP, extra delay gets added to the streaming packets which degrades the video quality. Additionally, DASH methods have difficulty in handling live video stream as it converts the video data into several chunks and encodes at different quality level to be downloaded by the receiver judiciously [7] .
The play back disruptions like flicker and video freeze resulting from buffer underflow degrade the QoE. The probability of buffer underflow can be linked to the streaming bit rate and channel throughput [8, 9] . However, the estimation of underflow probability requires theory of large deviation with application of the queuing theory and channel conditions. This limits the performance of the system based on buffer underflow probability (BUP) in live streaming of video.
The proposed algorithm consists of a regression theory to estimate the buffer filling rate and predict the near future state of buffer to determine whether any action is to be taken to the video stream by the server. During buffer underflow/overflow conditions, the video quality parameter is adjusted to match the link condition, thereby facilitating an uninterrupted reception of video stream on the client side. Hence, buffer fullness is used as a measure for the mismatch between the video bit rate and channel throughput.
Investigating the relationship between dependent (target) and one or more independent variables (predictor) is referred to as regression analysis which is a form of predictive modeling technique [10] and can be used to compare the effects of variables measured on different scales that also evaluate the best set of variables for predictive model building. It also allows comparing the effects of variables measured on different scales. There are various kinds of regression techniques available to make predictions. These techniques are mostly driven by three metrics: number of independent variables, type of dependent variables, and shape of regression line. The most commonly used types of regression are linear, logistic, polynomial, stepwise, ridge and lasso regression. The proposed method employs exponential non-linear regression to estimate and predict buffer state used in decision-making of the client.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a case study and solution methodology. Section 3 introduces the related work on adaptive video streaming. Section 4 consists of system model, problem formulation, and performance metrics. Section 5 presents an overview of the proposed algorithm, and Section 6 deals with the implementation environment for video streaming system. Results and discussion are presented in Section 7, and Section 8 consists of conclusion and future works.
Case study and solution methodology
The streaming video needs to be adapted to the available bit rate at client to provide seamless delivery of the media contents. This poses several challenges on system design as the underlying network, i.e., the Internet, which works on best effort service model, does not guarantee the quality of service. Further, if the link connectivity is supported on wireless channel, the system does not provide a constant throughput. Figure 1 shows an observed bit rate at client machine connected to the Internet through 4G hotspot (offered by Airtel Limited) at the workplace in a given time during streaming of a live video. Clearly, the available bit rate not only fluctuates in uplink but also in download, which often results in video freeze at display device during streaming. The solution to these problems will be highly rewarding if the proposed method can be easily deployed in application space without any modifications in the underlying setup which include network protocols and physical layer hardware.
In the proposed method, a suitable mechanism is devised which works on the top of TCP/IP network stack, i.e., above HTTP protocol where the underlying physical link is supported on a 4G cellular mobile network. The adoption of client-server architecture simplifies the constraints of implementation at the end systems. The client is allowed to monitor the flow of user content continuously by observing the fullness of media playout buffer. Now, the paramount interest lays in the effective management of playout buffer which results in increase of quality of video at client. The dynamic analysis of buffer fullness can be carried out with on-the-fly study of filling rate of the buffer with some prior knowledge of filling pattern. This approach requires a development of statistical prediction method which accounts not only for the present condition but also for the series of past data. The non-parametric regression techniques provide a suitable mechanism in predicting the state of buffer over a defined interval of time. This technique is called recursively for decision-making and implemented in the system loop consisting of client, server, network, and the source of contents.
Related work
Adaptive video streaming uses HTTP segments of video based on different resolutions and frame rate and stores each segment. On the client side, an adaption algorithm is implemented that request a segment of the required and most relevant quality based on the current network quality level. When the bandwidth fluctuates or becomes very low abruptly, present algorithms do not perform very well [11] . This leads to buffering on the client side, and this severely affects the user's quality of experience. Any framework that has the ability to increase the quality of experience on the client side by mainly decreasing the video freezes is desirable [12] . A way of prioritization will further help to deliver video segments based on server as well as client feedback.
The best decision needed to be taken is that which increases video quality on the client side. Also, during poor bandwidth conditions or when there is a sudden drop in bandwidth, the network congestion is reduced and, at the same time, there is minimal risk of buffering.
An adaptive layer switching system that uses scalable video coding at the server side and buffer underflow probability on the client side is very efficient for wireless networks that support on demand streaming [8] . The fullness of the client side buffer can be used as a measure of the current network condition. If the buffer is full, then it means that the network conditions are excellent and vice versa. Hence, buffer fullness can be used efficiently for dynamic and adaptive streaming systems. The video layers are "switched" based on the buffer underflow probability. Here, probability is used in order to improve the user's quality of experience without any knowledge of the network conditions. Further, the size of playback blocks varies among different layers and priority may be assigned as per the importance of the block [13] .
Decisions at the application, transport, network, data link, and physical layers influence the received quality of video transmitted over a wireless network. Finding a suitable bit rate to send each coded block video stream is a challenge [14] . Many streaming issues can be tackled by taking video-specific information into account when making lower layer decisions. A cross-layer approach [15] considers the frequency transformed quantization, entropy encoding functions, and predictive video encoders to take each image block and compare it to other macroblocks either within the same frame (intra-prediction) or in a previous frame (interprediction). By identifying the difference between two macroblocks and encoding only that, the encoder can significantly reduce the amount of information necessary to represent a video for a desired quality. The compressed sensing (CS) can offer an alternative to traditional video encoders by enabling imaging systems that sense and compress data simultaneously at very low computational complexity for the encoder. CS images and videos are also resilient to channel errors. CS takes advantage of the fact that the difference between two correlated frames is sparse and uses this information to again compressively sample the difference between two encoded frames. The video encoder performance can be improved by applying optimal tiling during the transformation stage [16, 17] .
Layer switching algorithm when implemented for a dynamic system streaming videos is very difficult to design and implement in real-time video applications. This is because the network conditions are not accurately available in a real-time system. When there is an underflow on the client buffer, there is playback interruption on the client side while video is played. Hence, it is a good idea to reduce the bit rate when there is buffer overflow and to increase the bit rate and hence the quality when there is buffer underflow and maintain the quality when the buffer is moderately filled. Also, buffer fullness does not depend on knowing the video statistics, so it is very useful in live streaming as well as on demand streaming. A qualitydriven cross-optimized system [18] needs to consider the client buffer fullness measure represented as a mixed binary integer programming problem and solution using a sub-gradient method which thereby reduces the client side interruptions. Further, the system also needs to understand the tradeoff between downloading enough video content before playing it and the use of the channel bandwidth for downloading and storing it in buffer.
4 System model, problem formulation, and performance metrics
Client-server model
The proposed architecture (Fig. 2) is modeled after client-server system, where the server captures the input video through a camera or stored content in database.
On the expense of complexity at client, the server is relived from the major work, i.e., flow of stream analysis. The media content is encoded initially in a standard quality and then streamed to the client. As soon as the streaming starts, the client starts the buffering of media content and applies the proposed algorithm to estimate the buffer filling rate. While the video stream is being played, the buffer fullness rate is sampled periodically, and this chronological data acts as an input to the proposed algorithm. If the buffer fullness is too high or too low, a feedback message is sent to the server to adjust the outgoing stream property. The server concurrently listens to the message from the client and adjusts the video quality (video resolution, frame rate, and etc.) so that it matches the maximum achievable quality.
System modules at client
The client side contains three modules.
1. The first module establishes a TCP/IP connection with the server. It receives the data stream and decodes the content using the VLCJ framework for playing the video. The data stream consists of the encoded video and different metadata to help the decoder.
2. The second module monitors the data rate of the stream by packet capture using JPCAP (a Java network packet capture library). This information is used to estimate the buffer fullness at a regular interval. The analysis module basically employs a regression algorithm to analyze and predict the buffer state. 3. The third module implements the feedback decision and formats the message as per the server requirements. Based on the predicted value by module 2 and the channel conditions, an appropriate decision is sent as a feedback message to the server. Figure 3 provides the illustration of the client side modular implementation.
Server side modules
The server side contains two main modules as shown in Fig. 4 .
1. The first module uses the VLCJ framework for streaming the video data continuously to the client. It involves the socket-binding to establish connection between the server and the client. The VLCJ provides in-built encoders and options to stream video with preferred parameters. 2. The second module listens to the feedback messages send by the client for adjusting the video bit rate by changing the quality parameters (resolution, frame per second, and etc.).
Problem formulation
In adaptive video streaming over HTTP, the playout buffer fullness need to be monitored and analyzed, and remedial actions for seamless viewing requirements, i.e., to sustain the streaming, need to be defined. The buffer fullness state depends on the throughput of the underlying networks. Further, the network throughput is governed by the prevailing Internet traffic and wireless channel conditions. The video playout starts when the filling of media buffer exceeds a threshold. The number of frames {Q(n)} in a playout buffer provided that the nth frame of video has been played can be related to the content arrival rate and playout rate. The buffer occupancy in a given instance can be expressed as [19] .
where, Ar(n) is the frame arrival rate and Ap is the playout rate in frame per second. 
In a statistical approach, the state of buffer occupancy over time can be treated as set of random variables (x є X n , n = 1, 2, 3,….N), where x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ,……. x n represents the sampled value of the buffer state. A suitable regression technique can be applied to predict the buffer fullness based on these sampled data.
Non-linear regression
In the given scenario, the values representing the buffer state are found to be non-linear in nature. Hence, the non-linear regression model is used to fit to the data. A non-linear regression can be modeled in exponential relationship given by
where A 1 and B 1 are constants that define the nature of curve while representing the trend of buffer filling over the time interval for n samples x 1 , x 2 , …., x n .
Finding solution to non-linear model is always problematic, but converting it to a linear model with suitable transformation can simplify the process. The linearization of (2) is carried out by applying natural logarithm which can be expressed as
where β represents the slope and α represents the intercept of the regression line. The process of linearization of (2) and transformation back to the exponential non-linear regression is depicted in Fig. 5 . Now, (3) can be solved using linear regression methods while taking input in natural logarithmic form.
Defining a straight line representing linear regression, where Y replaces lny, the input-output relation can be expressed as
With a view to model the equation on the straight line, from which the slope β and intercept α values can be obtained, and which would provide the "best fit" for the data points, Y is transformed to the non-linear domain given as
where
and
Non-parametric regression
Another approach for predicting the buffer conditions uses non-parametric regression called regressogram. The Nadaraya-Watson equation [8] is used as the regression function for the time interval bandwidth of a positive value of h > 0. The buffer state f n (x) in a given instance n is represented by
where the Gaussian kernel, k(.) for the time sample is given by 
An appropriate value of time interval (h) is chosen such that R(h) given by (10) is minimum.
wherer n X i ð Þ is the time sample estimator defined aŝ
Here,
where X i is confined for interval [a, b] defined by b ins B 1 , ….. B m , and k j is the number of observations in b in B j .
Video quality evaluation parameters
Objective models for determining video quality using mathematical models can be used for ascertaining the efficiency of the algorithm which performs the transmission of the video packets with minimum delay and optimal quality. The full-reference (FR) metrics helps to compute the quality difference by comparing the original video signal against the received video signal. Every pixel from the source is compared against the corresponding pixel at the received video, with no knowledge about the encoding or transmission process in between. FR metrics are usually the most accurate at the expense of higher computational effort.
Peak signal-to-noise ratio
The peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) is the ratio between the maximum possible power of a signal and the power of noise that corrupts the accuracy of its representation. PSNR is the most widely used objective image quality metric, and the average PSNR over all frames can be considered a video quality metric [20] . An average PSNR given a noise-free p × q monochromatic image I and its noisy approximation J is defined using mean square error as MSE ¼ 1 pq
Now, PSNR is formulated as
where MAX I is the maximum possible pixel value of the image.
Structural similarity index
The structural similarity (SSIM) index is another fullreference metric used for measuring the similarity between two frames based on an initial uncompressed or distortion-free image as reference [21] . The SSIM improves on traditional metrics like PSNR and meansquared error, which have proven to be inconsistent with human eye perception. The SSIM is expressed as
where, μ x and μ y are the average, σ x 2 and σ y 2 are the variance, and σ xy is the covariance of x and y, respectively. c 1 and c 2 are the variables to stabilize the division with weak denominator.
Video quality measurement (VQM)
The VQM is a standardized method of objectively measuring video quality. A human viewer panel is used to predict the subjective quality rating [22] . End-users and service providers can use VQM tools for a number of purposes like specifying or verifying system performance, comparing service offerings, maintaining and monitoring quality of networks, and optimizing network parameters like bitrate. VQM uses DCT (discrete cosine transform) to correspond to human perception. Brighter blocks correspond to greater difference.
Mean distance between blocks is given by
where 1000 is the standardization ratio.
The maximum distance between the blocks in DCT transformation Max_dist and the VQM score is expressed as
where 0.005 is the maximum distortion weight chosen based on several primitive psychophysics experiments.
Proposed algorithm
The main proposed algorithm which does the analysis and prediction runs on the client, giving the feedback to the server about the buffer status and indicating the channel conditions. The other algorithm implemented on the server side receives the message from the client and adjusts the video parameters.
Client side algorithm
When the video streaming starts, the buffer fullness state is sampled at a fixed time interval and stored in a temporary memory. The proposed algorithm is applied for every N sample taken chronologically to predict buffer state for a given time interval.
Buffer analysis algorithm at client
The following are buffer parameters used in the proposed client side algorithm.
Avg is the average size of the buffer taken over N samples Lst is the buffer size during the Nth second Max is the maximum size of the buffer Half_Buff is half of maximum size of the buffer (6) and (7). 4. Find y (n+1) applying(2). 5. Assign y (n+1) to predicted value p. 6. Calculater n x ð Þ using (11). 7. Find h such that R(h) is minimized, using (10). 8. Find sum of K x−x i h À Á values based on (9). Fig. 6 The PSNR measurement. The PSNR were measured across selected frames corresponding to the proposed method, and the result is plotted against the existing BUP and WA method 
Compute f(n + 1) and assign to predicted value q, based on (8) .//p and q are used for setting decision parameter. 10.Compute average of p and q and assign to average predicated value P. 
Stream adaptation at server
At the server, a program thread is created for receiving the feedback message from the client and choosing corresponding matching steps. The live action corresponds to the adjustment of outgoing video stream parameters. The most commonly used session parameters are spatial and temporal resolution (frames per second). Initially, streaming is carried out in QCIF mode at 30 frames per second (fps). 
Implementation environment
The proposed algorithm was implemented using VLCJ and JPCAP in Java environment. Airtel 4G LTE category Fig. 7 The SSIM comparsion. The structural similarity index corresponing to selected consecutive frames is normalized between 0 and 1 for the three techniques discussed here 4 hotspot device was used as last mile connectivity in Internet to the client. Performance measure using standard full-reference metrics were carried out offline at the end of real-time experimentation.
Video streaming using VLCJ
A native VLC media player instance can be embedded into a Java AWT window or Java Swing JFrame using VLCJ project which is a complete Java framework. A higher level of framework hiding a lot of working complexities can be provided using LibVLC in addition to the simple bindings that it provides. Various types of rich media applications, like audio players, embedding native video output of movie players in a Java component, network streaming clients and servers, webcam clients, and video processing applications, can be created using VLCJ [23] .
Buffer implementation using JPCAP
JPCAP [24] is a network packet capture library for applications written in Java. It is used to analyze the real-time network data analysis. It is used in the proposed system to create a buffer of a given size and continuously perform read and write process and store the buffer size for every second in an array and further perform analysis on this array for predicting the buffer capacity using our algorithm.
Results and discussion
The proposed system uses a non-linear regression algorithm based on exponential non-parametric adaptation (PA) method, which was implemented on Airtel 4G LTE category 4 wireless networks in client-server environment.
Another algorithm based on BUP was implemented to compare with the proposed work. Additionally, system performances were also observed with default mechanism (RTP-RTCP, RTSP) for streaming in the client-server system, i.e., without any adaptation (WA) method.
Peak signal-to-noise ratio
The PSNR was measured offline by the comparing the received live webcam video on client side and the original captured video on the server side. This is carried out by splitting the videos into frames and by comparing each frame on the server side with its corresponding frame on the client side. An average PSNR of 30.6923 dB was observed using the proposed algorithm with non-parametric exponential non-linear regression (PA), 20.44 dB without adaptation (WA), and 24.65456 dB using buffer algorithm based on BUP approach. Fig. 8 The VQM score. The VQM value may be normalized, but an absolute value corresponding to the three techniques is depicted here, where lower value signifies less distortion in the decoded video a b The average PSNR of the proposed algorithm is 24.48% higher (Fig. 6 ) than the buffer underflow probability. The average PSNR of the proposed algorithm is 24.48% higher (Fig. 6 ) than the buffer underflow probability algorithm and 33.39% more than without adaptation. The PSNR values obtained for the different frames are listed in Table 1 .
Structural similarity index
The SSIM index is used to measure of how much the transmitted video is structurally similar with the video received on the client side. It computes the SSIM by splitting the server and client side live webcam video into frames. An average SSIM index of 0.953 was obtained using the proposed algorithm based on nonparametric regression, 0.867 without adaptation (WA), and 0.893 using buffer algorithm based on buffer underflow probability. The average SSIM of the proposed algorithm is 6.63% higher than the BUP algorithm and 9.91% greater than without adaptation. The SSIM index values for the different frames are listed in Table 2 along with its values plotted in Fig. 7 .
Video quality measurement score
An average VQM score of 10.252 is obtained using the proposed algorithm based on non-parametric regression and exponential non-linear regression (PA), 18.294 without adaptation (WA), and 17.180 using buffer algorithm based on BUP.
The average VQM value of the proposed algorithm is 40.32% lesser than that of the buffer underflow probability algorithm and 43.95% lesser than that without adaptation. The VQM values for the different frames are listed in Table 3 along with its corresponding line graph plotted in Fig. 8 .
Inter-packet delay
The time difference in selected packets in a flow with the lost ignored packets at end-to-end one-way delay is referred to as packet delay variation/jitter. It is a an important component of quality of service in live video streaming because a high jitter may lead to problems like lip sync and can cause loss of many packets. Thus, it is important to maintain a constant inter-packet delay. The proposed algorithm causes an average inter-packet delay of 61.55 ms. The inter-packet delay graph is given by Fig. 9(a) and a cumulative inter-packet delay is plotted in Fig. 9(b) . Figure 10 shows the original and decoded frames of live video. For 8 bit depth video system, the desirable values of PSNR lies between 30 and 50 dB [25, 26] . Since the proposed streaming system maintains an average PSNR of 30.69 dB at the client, there is no noticeable distortion or damage in the processed frames. The sample of the live video presented here corresponds to random capturing of frame during streaming. Since the system dynamically adjusts spatial and temporal resolution, its value is not specified here. The experiment results were also validated with stored video: football_qcif_15fps.y4m [21] . This video is in YUV 4 Mpeg raw, color-sensitive format which consists of sequence of uncompressed YCbCr images frame by frame. Figure 11 shows few frames of the original video (football_qcif_15fps.y4m) of frame size 176 × 144 at 15 fps corresponding to Quarter Common Interchange Format (QCIF) and corresponding decoded sequences.
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Conclusions
The proposed algorithm on the client side uses the regression concept for predicting the future buffer fullness for a fixed interval of time. The feedback sent to the server depends upon the average buffer fullness state and their trend in the given time interval. The videos were transcoded with varying quality levels to match maximum achievable quality depending upon the available bandwidth and the feedback from the client for every stipulated time interval. Separate sockets for binding packets were created separately for sending/receiving feedback messages. The test result on different video quality metrics validated the practical usefulness of the proposed algorithm. Although proposed system is ready to support entertainment videos, it is extended to accommodate the telemedicine applications.
Future plan includes extending live adaptive video streaming using the buffer overflow/underflow adaptation for multicast delivery. The proposed work can be optimized further in client-server loop using principles of control theory. Future work also includes implementation and testing algorithm in two-way video communications. Applications like telemedicine requires better performance from such video streaming systems.
